The VIM had as main purpose to help Management and Economics students of Évora University, teaching them how to use a data communication net and sites to search for documentation and texts beyond Libraries and Manuals.
Introduction
The only Virtual Informatics Museum -VIM -existing in Portugal was conceived over personal memoirs and a long investigation and research work. Both sections offered substantial resources in the shape of text, digital photos and links appealing to recurrent visits, investigations and researches.
The site Terravista, created by the MCT, was sold and is now a private company denominated TERRAVISTA, SA.
Those public memoirs of VIM were lost although it may be possible to reconstruct them from backup copies.
In Portugal, in 1997, the main ISP was Portugal Telecom which sold Netpac, a box containing an installation manual and three diskettes of 3"1/2 one of which had the 2.0 version of Netscape Browser.
The student should also have a modem (provided by Portugal Telecom) and a fixed phone contract. This system was costly once the user had to pay in a monthly basis the contract of the fixed phone and the use of the line (reduced to a local call cost in some places). Furthermore the speed of data transmission was very slow -about 9600 bpsand if one used the phone line for conversation the data communications would be unavailable and vice-versa.
In order to overcome these restrictions, on the 4 th of July 1997, the VIM became hosted by a server of Évora University and it became available via RCCN -Rede da Comunicação Científica Nacional (National Scientific Communication Net) which was the most recent communication net of the Portuguese Universities until then and could reach a transmission speed of 96 Kbps.
Students and Professors of Évora University could access VIM through the University LAN-Local Area Network -and its use within the campus was free of costs.
Obviously, the external access (from a geographical place other than the campus) to VIM had to be done through Telepac or another ISP. However within different
Universities the access was made via RCCN.
On the 7 th July 1997, the national newspaper Expresso reported in its XXI section the VIM and also in July 1997 there were already links to VIM in Altavista Browser, in the University of Manchester (UK) site, in the University of Glasgow (UK) site and in the Portuguese browser "aeiou".
In the beginning of 1998 it started to be used a free statistical system provided by Webalyser to compute de use of VIM. In the end of 1998 the average of monthly accesses to VIM in the University of Évora was 143 and the average of monthly accesses to "Pre history" was 114.
53% of the total accesses were from Portugal, 24% were from unknown origins, 7% from commercial places in the USA and 7% were from Brazil.
Since October 1998, Webalyser System began to be used also in the VIM site in the server of Minho University.
As the conceiver and designer of VIM moved to the Information System Department (ISD) of the University of Minho, the execution of the project VIM was also transferred from the server of Évora University to the server in University of Minho. English in spoken and 0,3% where French is spoken.
Background
After the official commemoration of the 50 years of the public presentation (Goldstine, 1993) In Sweden it is known a real Museum build in Stenungsund, north from Goteborg. This museum is simultaneously an "Internet Cafe" and its memory integrates over 250 personal computers initially used in an exhibition (Hogia, 1993) .
Germany centred its real Museum at Heinz Nixford Forum (Heinz Nixdorf, 1996) considered the greatest computer museum of the world.
In the USA The Museum of Computer in Boston joined the Museum of Science (Museum of Science, 1999) in just one site.
In Portugal there is no real Museum constituting a memoir repository of computational subsystems. 
Main Focus of Article
Opposite from USA and the United Kingdom, the first entities to use electronic computers in Portugal were not Universities.
The The first computer courses -post graduation -began to be lectured in Portugal in the Universidade Nova de Lisboa only in (FCT UNL, 1975) .
Portugal was never a computer constructor country nor lodged any constructor's complete production line.
The only computer totally conceived and built in Portugal was the ENER 1000. 
Present implementation
The present implementation is not stable. VIM is a living Net Virtual Organization always under improvement. The user can chose from several anchor where he wants to go.
From the upper right corner the user can choose a directory of contacts, frequent asked questions, site map and links to related URL's all over the world.
On central banner user can choose to navigate by theme or to navigate in a chronologic fashion. Namely choosing "Referências" user will access to news and comments about VIM.
From the left lower corner the user can reach the last object added to VIM.
Future technology will be used on VIM as released and tested as good sustaining the principle of universal access provided to users.
Moreover for last eight years the cooperation of VIM had been required, on lectures, on public contests, on public conferences and to build temporary exhibitions.
In temporary exhibitions most of the objects showed are the original that had been On public conferences some members, namely archaeologists and sociologists has expressed they intend to launch Virtual Museums supported on their projects.
VIM has reciprocal links to other virtual communities namely in UK, USA and South America -Brasil.
Nevertheless ICOM -International Council of Museums -includes VMLP -Virtual
Museums Library Pages that is the "repositorium" of this virtual community.
Some colleagues started preliminary studies to apply some new technologies to VIM like 3D images, holograms, VRML and to launch new releases of VIM to fit on PDA and on mobile phones.
Future Trends
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Moreover the number of existing objects not yet registered in the VIM will raise the opportunity to develop projects in the Computing History area, namely in Portugal.
Conclusion
The increase in support capacity for data memory, the decrease of its physical dimension, the increase in computer processing speed, the easy connection of devices of fixed and moving images, sound and text made possible the creation of virtual
Organizations which represent reality as a whole or in part.
The use of software that allows to manipulate data memorized in the virtual
Organizations and to present it to the user in a 3 dimensional fixed or moving format makes the access to those Organizations easier and more pleasant.
The expansion of the communications net and the increase of speed in which objects move in their support between sender and receiver made possible the diffusion of virtual
Organizations available in Net.
The VIM is a Virtual Organization in Net which has been developed, divulged and used in a broad spectre in Planet Earth; 51,2% of the accesses come from South America, 44,2% from Europe, 1,4% from North America, 0,5% from Central America, 0,3% from Asia, 0,0% from Australia and 1,7% from other places (Webstats4U , 2006) The Virtual Organizations in Net, and VIM in particular, generate opportunities for the development of investigation applied to this area and allow people enjoy in a friendly way the reality anywhere in the Planet where exists an access to a data communication net. Memory -Persona ability to remember facts, events and things.
References
Systems -Set of parts that together contribute to a purpose.
Museum -Place where objects are stored and exhibited to the public.
Net -System of connections where you can navigate, namely in seek of information.
Virtual -Images of real places and objects.
Virtual Museum -Organized collection of electronic artefacts and information resources -virtually anything that can be digitized. This collection may include paintings, drawings, photographs, diagrams, graphs, recordings, video segments, newspaper articles and transcripts of interviews, numerical databases and can also host other items which can be saved on its file server. It may also offer references to relevant resources for the museum around the world.
Virtual Organization in Net -Image of a real entity which has net structure that can be accessed through a data communication net.
